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Journal Publications (International)


“Investment in Renewables under Uncertainty: Fitting a Feed-in Scheme into ETD”. Accepted for publication, Energy Journal, with Stefano Clò and Alessio D’Amato


Editor of Journal Special Issues

(in English) - Editor (joint with Alessandro Sapio), and author of the Introduction, of the Special Section on Energy Policy: “The Regional Integration of Energy Markets”, vol. 85, 2015

(in Italian) - Editor (joint with Marco Cucculelli), and author of the Introduction, of the Special Section on L'Industria: “Filiere Internazionali, Entrata in Nuovi Mercati e Governance dell’Impresa [Global Value Chains, Penetration in New Markets and Firms Governance]”, vol. 36, n. 1, 2015

Edited Books

(in Italian) “Riforme elettriche fra efficienza ed equità [Electricity Reforms between Efficiency and Fairness]”, Il Mulino, 2015, edited joint with Alberto Clò and Stefano Clò

Journal Publications (Italian)


“Una via per tornare allo sviluppo: rendersi indispensabili nella rete” [A Path to Development: becoming Essential in the International Production Chain]”, 2007, L’industria, vol. 28, special issue, pp. 29-63, with Piercarlo Frigero and Giovanni Zanetti


Book Chapters

(in English) “Network Regulation through Ownership Structure: An Application to the Electric Power Industry”, “The Economics of Infrastructure Provisioning: The (Changing) Role of the State” (edited by A. Picot), MIT Press, 2016, with Lynne Kiesling


(in English) “Road Pricing and City Tolls”, in “IEB’s World Report on Fiscal Federalism”, Institut d’Economia de Barcelona, Barcelona, 2011, with Amedeo Piolatto


Other Publications (selected)

(in Italian) “Quanti Fallimenti nella vicenda Volkswagen” [How many Failures in the Volkswagen Case], Lavoce.Info, October 9th, 2015

“Pay-as-Bid Auctions”, Agi Energia Website


Six entries in “Encyclopedia of World Trade since 1450”, edited by John J. McCusker, Macmillan

“Electricity is more expensive in the South”, Il Sole 24 Ore, July 28, 2004, with Pia Saraceno

Working papers and work in progress

“Corruption, Accountability and Efficiency: an Application to Municipal Solid Waste Services”, with Graziano Abrate, Fabrizio Erbetta and Davide Vannoni (submitted)
“Impact of Emission Permits on Electricity Generation”, with Jakub Kastl
“Collusion in Two-Sided Markets”, with Lapo Filistrucchi and Francisco Santos-Arteaga
“Allocating Network Capacity”